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Archie Pizzini’s design practice, HTA + pizzini, is a decade long partnership with Hoanh Tran, an 
American-trained architect who he has known for more than two decades, beginning in Texas.  
Hoanh’s deep knowledge of Vietnamese culture (he lived the first 12 years of his life in Saigon 
before emigrating to the U.S.), and Archie’s overlaying of Hispanic culture (through aspects 
such as siestas and Rasquachismo), has enabled the firm to understand Vietnamese culture as 
different from globalised culture.  

This context has enabled the duo to produce work such as Galerie Quynh Dong Khoi, a 
contemporary arts gallery in Ho Chi Minh City designed with the aim of focusing attention 
on the cultural dichotomy in the city today.  IN SITU, their joint exhibition in April 2015, 
concentrated on the context of Vietnam and Ho Chi Minh City and their different, but parallel 
understandings of that context.  This also crystallised the differences in the way they perceive 
things and produce design work (Hoanh has a background in Architectural Preservation and 
Archie has a background in Fine Arts) while arriving at design products that belong very much to 
both of them.

VIETNAM AND RASQUACHISMO

This photo practice runs in tandem with my architectural 
practice, informing my design work through close 
observation of the individual based culture of Vietnam 
and its aspects of improvisation and re-use.  

The Vietnamese network of individual human 
relationships with their informal systems form a society 
quite different from globalised societies. Vietnamese 
society surpasses global societies in many ways, 
especially in some aspects of individual empowerment 
and sustainable practices.  

Rasquachismo, a Hispanic term meaning “the ability to 
make whatever one needs from whatever is at hand” is 
a prominent quality in less globalised societies around 
the world and is a very evident in the way Vietnam 
works today.   This quality looks to the existing context 
for the solutions to problems and needs, embodying a 
thrift based approach running counter in many ways to 
the globalised approach of constantly producing new 
products with their own problematic aspects to “fix” 
every need.  

My photo documentation of Vietnam and Rasquachismo 
form a basis for my design work in Ho Chi Minh City, 
an architectural partnership that seeks to inhabit and 
reinforce the best aspects of its context.


